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i. Introduction

One of the most immediately noticeable characteristics of apocalyptic
prophecy in the Middle Ages is the fact that, so far from being a mass
phenomenon, the great majority of such prophecies were written in
Latin and never translated into the vernacular. The end of the world
was apparently a matter for the learned, and not the province of the
common folIc
Prophecy comes in many different shapes and forms, of course; and
the end of the world is only a small part of the stock-in-Irade. Writers
and thinkers throughout the Middle Ages show a great openmindedness as to the possibility of learning about events in the future
by means of prophecies. The various different possible sources of
prophecy - the Bible, pagan writings, astrology, and present-day
prophetic revelation to Christians' - were each weighed up with care;
it is serious scholars and intellectuals who examine the Prophecies of
Merlin and the Sybilline Oracles for information about political events
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and it is the learned who decide
upon the credence to be given to the dreams, visions and voices
vouchsafed to religious and secular alike throughout the period.
Prophecy specifically apocalyptic in nature was, however, a more
delicate matter, as it was circumscribed by the orthodox Church
teaching that public revelation by God, the revelation of new truths
related to salvation, ceased at the death of the Apostles. Those who
claimed to receive revelation about the end of the world - and
especially about its date, which Christ had explicitly refused to reveal2
- must, therefore, be either deluded (whether they were being deceived
by the devil, or merely mad) or alternatively heretics and blasphemers.
It is this impossibility of receiving further revelation about the
coming of the apocalypse which explains the fact that scholarly
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interest in prophecy was centred very firmly on questions of
interpretation.

Such restrictions in Ute range and extent of apocalyptic prophecy go
far towards explaining one of Ute more curious features of apocalyptic
texts which appear in Ute Old French vernacular during Ute UtirteenUt
century: Utat is, Ute notable lack of imagination on Ute part of auUtors.
Here we have a set of writers who are writing about events Utat by
definition have not yet taken place, and are furthermore unique;
presenting a narrative in which Ute bizarre and Ute extraordinary are
expected elements and coded language, imagery, hints and atmosphere
are seen as the norm and not Ute exception.
That writers in Old French were capable of richly imaginative
handlings of Ute next life there is little doubt: one need only look at
Ute guided tour of purgatory provided for Ute knight Owein in Marie de
France's EspurgalOire Seint Pairiz, or the Anglo-Norman poet
Benedeit's description of Ute torments of Judas, which bring hot tears
of pity to the eyes of the eponymous hero of the Voyage de seint
Brandan.' Complex and imaginative prophecy is likewise in evidence
in a text such as the Prophecies de Merlin, which is all but
incomprehensible thanks to Ute wilful obscurity of its prophetic
imagery' Yet the authors of the Old French apocalyptic texts have
without exception preferred to err on Ute side of safety. Of the
spectrum of translation formats available to Utem, which would range
from the most strictly literal word-for-word rendering to the loosest of
paraphrases, all have opted for the conservative approach. True, this
lack of initiative may in some cases have been due to lack of ability,
as a number of Ute apocalyptic authors are clearly incapable of dealing
with anything more sophisticated than a straight transfer from Latin to
the vernacular wiUt a nod in the direction of rhyme. But oUters, such
as Berengier or Mac6 de la Charit6, are clearly talented enough to
provide a more imaginative retelling of Ute narrative. It seems
probable, then, that this apparent poverty of imagination is deliberate,
and is the result of a combination of Ute sensitivity and Ute auUtority
of the material on the one hand, and an accepted approach to
apocalyptic literature on Ute oUter.
More difficult to explain is Ute relative lack of emphasis placed on
interpretation. Owing to its obscurity and discontinuity, St John's
Apocalypse is in some ways the book par excellence for commentators
and interpreters; there are literally dozens of Latin commentaria,
expositiones and apostilla of the Apocalypse available to any
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translator of the text. Despite this, the majority of Old French
versions give the text of the Apocalypse on its own without a
commentary.'
The cases when a commentary is provided are no less instructive.
The authors had a choice for their material, and for the general thrust
of their commentary, between the two major schools of biblical
enarralio in the Middle Ages: the historical and the spiritual. In
historical commentary, the emphasis is on the eschatological and
political sense of the words: pope Gregory lX, in his struggle with the
emperor Frederick II, identifies the emperor with the Beast of the
chapter 13 of the Apocalypse (Rev. 13:1-10), to which the emperor
replies by identifying the pope with the dragon who has seduced all the
world (Rev. 12:9) and with the Antichrist. This form of commentary
was exploited in the twelfth century above all by the Cistercian abbot
Joachim of Fiore, whose three' major works - one of which was
precisely an Exposilio in Apoca/ypsim - were extremely popular. His
predictions, which recei ved papal approval and were treated very
seriously in international circles,6 took the historical school of
commentary to its logical conclusions; the findings of his exploration
of the rich imagery of biblical prophecy were applied to the Church
and society of his day in order to create a complete 'history of the
future' and of the last days.' He also indicates a great coming calamity
which will inaugurate the final age of mankind, though he is prudent
enough to date it tentatively to 1260, many years after his own times.
In the 'spiritual' school of commentary, by contrast, the possible
historical sense of the words is ignored, and the words of Sacred
Scripture are treated as a 'rind' to be removed in order to attain the
spiritual 'kemel'. This spiritual sense may be typological, moral or
anagogical, depending whether it refers to persons (Christ, the Virgin
Mary, the angels, or mystical persons such as the Church), to
Christian conduct, or to the future life. Thus a typological
interpretation of the vision of the woman giving birth in chapter 12 of
the Apocalypse sees the woman as a type of the Church, whose
preaching gives birth to new Christians; morally, on the other hand,
the woman represents the human soul, which is pregnant with good
intentions and gives birth to good actions. Typologically Jerusalem
represents the Church, but anagogically it stands for heaven; and so
on.
Despite the obvious potential of the historical commentary, it is
almost always the spiritual interpretation which is given by the Old
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French authors. All of them, it is true, occasionally break into
historical exegesis, particularly when referring to the abuses among
churchmen of their time: for William Giffard, the image of the Beast
represents false prelates, those who have been ordained for the sake of
their benefices and 'des espiriteus biens pou lur est u riens' ('spiritual
goods mean little or nothing to them'; Giffard 2469). For Mace, the
smoke which fills the temple so that no-one can enter represents the
vices in the Church which prevent others from entering (Bible de Mace
40079-122). But these are vague and indeed conventional complaints
about abuses, of a sort which might be found in Christian writing of
every age from Apostolic times onwards; they show no sign of being
especially topical, far less pointed at specific individuals.
ii. Apocalyptic texts in Old French
If we take the Old French apocalyptic prophecies as a group, one of
their most obvious common characteristics is a remarkable degree of
chronological concentration. There is a single text dating from the
mid-twelfth century; then a rush of texts in the thirteenth century; after
that, the only Apocalypse texts are those forming part of a larger
project, usually a complete or substantially complete Bible - such as
Louis IX's Bible de Paris, the AnglO-Norman Bible or the Bible

moralisee'
An even greater concentration may be seen with regard to the
specific texts chosen for translation. Leaving aside for a moment the
twelfth-century text, the very great majority of Old French apocalyptic
texts are straight translations, occasionally with a commentary, of the
Biblical Book of the Apocalypse. The rest are translations of other
material closely connected to the Biblical, usually a combination of
the so-called 'Antichrist legend' from the Libel/us de Antichristo
(c.950) of the tenth-century writer Adso, together with the more
immediately apocalyptic 'Fifteen signs of the Last Judgement' based
on Peter Comestor's De signis quindecim dierum ante iudicium
(1170?), a terrifying timetable of the two weeks immediately preceding
the Last Judgement.9
This concentration is all the more striking if we look for a moment
at the twelfth-century text, Philippe de Thaon's Livre de Sibille,
which is a translation into Old French verse of the Sibylline Oracle.
These pagan prophecies include a detailed description of the life and
death of the Antichrist and a list of the signs that the world is about to
come to an end, together with a reference to the Last Judgement - all
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elements which appear in the 'Antichrist legend' texts; yet after
Philippe, the Sibylline Oracle is totally ignored l O Yet the connection
between the Sibylline Oracles and the Antichrist material was,
recognised: the single manuscript of the Livre de Sibille was bound
together with the Huon de Mery's Tournoiement Antecrist, an
allegorical text based on the Antichrist legend. Furthermore, the figure
of the Sibyl is mentioned by one Antechrist writer among his sources
(Fin du monde 37-40). This lack of interest in the Oracles in the
thirteenth century is not, therefore, easily explained.
Our corpus of Old French apocalyptic prophecy is, then, of
manageable proportions. It is centred very directly on St John's
Apocalypse, with a single group of material not taken directly from
the Bible but closely related thematically. Nevertheless, it counts a
respectable total of 19 texts. Somewhat unexpectedly, they are divided
fairly evenly between prose and verse; by the thirteenth century one
would begin to expect more narrative works to be in prose, following
the lead of historiography and courtly romance. The good showing of
verse may be explained in part by authorial intention that the texts be
memorised - however unlikely it may have been in fact; William
Giffard explicitly encouraging his audience with the words: 'bien eit ke
les mettra ben en memoire' ('the one who commits these words to
memory does well'; Giffard 88).
The majority of both texts and manuscripts in the apocalyptic
corpus consists of direct translations of St John's Apocalypse. The
Old French tradition here is a complex one. Leaving aside the
translations which appear as part of a complete Bible, it is represented
by no fewer than 12 different versions, eight in prose and four in
verse, and a total of nearly 100 manuscripts, proof of a high degree of
popUlarity. (By comparison, there are a total of about 30 manuscripts
of all the works of Chretien de Troyes.)
True, not all of these versions were equally highly prized. The most
widespread text appears to have been a prose translation known as the
'Charles V' version, named after a magnificent example prepared for
the emperor. There exist at least 44 manuscripts of it: 24 of it on its
own, and another 20 of it as part of the Bible historiale of Guyart
Desmoulins l1 II., and the versions derived from it such as Giffard' s,
has a commentary (based on an already-existing Latin equivalent of
unknown origin), unlike the version next in importance after the
Charles V Apocalypse, the so-called 'Version C, which is extant in
35 manuscripts l2 These two versions thus count between them about
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four-fifths of all manuscripts of Old French Apocalypses; the other
prose versions are extant in no more than a bandful of manuscripts
eacb. Tbere are just four manuscripts of Version A extant, two of
Version B, three of the Conde version; the other versions exist in just
one manuscript eacb.l3 Nevertheless, the very small number of
manuscripts of most of the different Old Frencb Apocalypses cannot
disguise the fact that as a literary form, the Apocalypse in prose was
in itself immensely popular. Tbe fact that most of the prose versions
give the text accompanied by a series of up to 100 illustrations, some
of them sumptuous, may not be entirely unconnected with this
popularity 14
Tbe verse versions of the Apocalypse are, like the prose ones,
widely differing in competence. By a sort of fatal inevitability, of
course, the one which survives in the largest number of manuscripts is
also the one that bas the least to' recommend it from a literary point of
view. This anonymous text, whicb is Anglo-Norman, exists in seven
manuscripts; it consists of 1431 lines in couplets, with (in a minority
of manuscripts) a commentary lifted straigbt out of the Cbarles V
prose version 1 5 Paul Meyer, who provided in 1896 a first provisional
edition (wbicb is, however, likely to remain the only one for the
foreseeable future), has only damning words to describe it, starting
with his introductory remark that if it has been bitherto unknown, this
was its chief merit. 'This version; be says, 'is written in a corrupted
form of language and in bad style. The text is often misunderstood and
almost always poorly rendered. Tbe versification is very incorrect [... J
It would be hard indeed to find, in all Anglo-Norman literature, so rich
in really bad writing, a poem that can rival our Apocalypse for the
incorrectness of its language and versification.'l6 Work done in recent
years on Anglo-Norman versification has demonstrated that at least
some works previously thought to have been poorly written are in fact
examples of complex and sophisticated metrical patterns; this does
not, however, seem to be the case with our text, whose extreme
irregularity is very hard to explain on any system, syllabic or stressbased. And althougb the description of Anglo-Norman as 'corrupt
language' is probably due bere, as frequently elsewhere, to
misinterpretation of Anglo-Norman conventions in sucb matters as
orthograpby,l? the poverty of the language and awkwardness of the
syntax is such that in truth, the author of this text rarely rises above
the level of doggerel.
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A second Anglo-Norman verse Apocalypse is that composed by
William Giffard,18 a Dominican and the chaplain to the immensely
wealthy abbey of Shaftesbury, probably during the reign of Abbess
Mabel Giffard, sister of the arcbbishop of York and the bisbop of
Worcester. Giffard 'will not rank higb as a poet', bis editor assures
US,19 but his text - ,4539 verses in couplets of varying lengtb - is
both competent and by and large, quite comprebensible. It is closely
linked to the prose Cbarles V Apocalypse, and the editors of both texts
see Giffard as working from the Charles V version, in wbicb case it is
a most unusual example of the recasting of a prose original into verse
at a time wben the opposite occurrence was common. The evidence
does not seem particularly compelling but there is perbaps not time
bere to go into it in detail. In Giffard's poem, unusually, the
commentary is included in with, the text rather than being kept as a
separate body of material, as it is in all the prose versions. This
circumstance is only in part explained by the clear intention of the
poet that the work be read out, and it says something about Giffard's
understanding of the purpose of enarralio in general- and perhaps also,
in the particular case of the Apocalypse, of its importance as an aid in
reaching understanding of an extremely opaque text.
A third Apocalypse in verse is that of the Kerr manuscript. Tbe
editor, Todd, describes it unkindly and not entirely accurately as 'a
painstaking composition of respectable mediocrity', and 'a mere
rbymed paraphrase' .2D Tbe text, wbich is 1346 verses long, is divided
into stanzas whicb the author varies at frequent intervals, changing the
stanza lengths from six, to four, to eigbt, to seven and then to five
lines, eacb with a different rbyme scbeme. It bas been suggested that
the author bas unnecessarily complicated bis life with these constant
cbanges; the result, bending the text to the constraints of the rbyme
scheme, is less a close translation than an adaptation. 21
The final verse Apocalypse is the longest, at 8428 lines, and
without any doubt the most interesting. Composed by Mac~ de la
Cbarite, parish priest of Sancoins in Berry, it forms a sort of appendix
to bis verse Bible and, as Mad himself tells bis audience, was added at
the insistence of two friends.
Quant i' oy parfait et asol
tot ce que vous avez 01,
i' oy en pensee et en propos
que ge prelsse ici repos,
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mes [... J Danz Estienes de Corbigni [... J
et uns suens moines. qui a non
Perres, de Gigni en sornon,
m' ont par plusors foiz escite
que je par saincte charite
apres ce encore i meisse
Ie livre de I' Apocalisse,
et je, qui les tiens a amis,
cest livre apres les autres mis
a lor requeste, a lor priere.
(Bible de Mace 34225-29,34231,34233-41)22

The significance of this circumstance should not be overlooked: the
insistence of Mace's friends is another valuable witness to the
popularity of the Apocalypse text. That it is by no means a simple
literary topos can be seen in the ending of the previous section (the
Acts of the Apostles), which bears something of the characteristics of
a genuine epilogue and is if anything slightly longer than the epilogue
of the Apocalypse section."
The other major group of thirteenth-century apocalyptic texts is
normally described as the 'legend of the Antichrist' . In fact this
description is only partially accurate; all of the five Old French
versions of the legend do indeed begin with the life story of the
Anticbrist, translated from Adso's Libellus de Antichristo, but if truth
be told they tend to rush through it with almost indecent haste in order
to concentrate on the end of the world properly speaking. Most follow
the Antichrist's demise with another text, the Quinze signes du
Jugemiint dernier, translated from Peter Comestor. This text, after the
day-by-day account of the last two weeks, gives a description of the
Last Judgement itself, lifted straight out of St Matthew's Gospel,24
and concludes with a description of heaven - of which one anonymous
author remarks with some justice that there is hardly much point
trying to describe it:
N' est nus hom qi puisse savoir
lajoie q'i1 devront avoir,
ne ja n'est nus qil selise dire;
por ce ne Ii voil nient escrice.
Bien dient encor estcritnre
tel \'Ose qe je ne met cure
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a meODler, qe tel seroient
qe ja entendre nel poroient (Fin du morule 1159-66)25

(The cynical might say that as the author has already spent some thirty
or forty lines giving just such a description, these remarks are a little
out of place.)
That the text of the Quinze signes du ]ugement demier was of
intrinsic interest on its own to writers and audiences of the time
-more, indeed, perhaps, than the Anleerist text itself- is indicated not
only by its inclusion and prominence in most versions of the latter,
but also by its existence as an independent text of some 420 or so
lines. It survives, moreover, in no fewer than 25 manuscripts, more
than all the Antichrist texts combined." The text's didactic and
moral ising character is very pronounced and indeed gives it something
of the style of a sermon.'? It has' no comunentary: as in Comestor's
Latin original, the signs are all presented in the most literal fashion,
supported by a list of authorities, and with occasional intetjections of
a pious and exhortative nature on the pan of the author.
The An/ecrist texts, too, without exception lack comunentaries; this
is explained in the first place by the nature of the Latin original, but
also by the fact that the events are presented in a very different light to
those in the Apocalypse texts, not as a mysterious and hard-tounderstand prophecy but rather as a literal and factual description of
events which simply happen to be taking place in the future rather
than the past.
Perhaps the most interesting of the Anleerisl texts is the version
composed by Henri d' Arci, a Templar attached to the comunandery at
Bruem Temple in Lincolnshire. It is by no means Henri's only
composition, as he is known to have written another piece of
visionary literature, the Descent of SI Paul inlo Hell, as well as the
Vilas palrum (a translation of the Verba seniorum) and a Vie de sainle
Thais. Henri's Memoire d'Anleerisl, as he calls it is indeed a memoir,
a sketch rather than a full-scale narrative; in just 310 lines in rhyming
couplets of varying length, it moves with great speed through the life
of the Antichrist to the legend of the last Emperor and then on to the
Last Judgement." Despite the brevity of this memoir it was clearly
not without appeal to thirteenth-century audiences, as it has survived
in two manuscripts.
The De l' avenemenl Anleerist of the Norman poet Berengier is a
very different sort of text, for all that the subject matter is much the
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same.'· It is more than twice the length of Henri's text, some 810
lines·, of which (despite the title) over 500 are devoted to the Quinze
signes, the last judgement and the pains of hell. It has something of
an epic feel to it, not least because the author's interjections to the
audience are very much in the epic tradition, but also because it is
written in laisses, although these particular laisses - monorhymed
alexandrines - are in fact a verse form widely used by historians in the
twelfth century.
The final independent Antichrist text, apparently called by its author
the Istoire de lafin du monde, was composed in octosyllabic couplets
by a Frenchman living in Italy around the middle of the thirteenth
century (1241-1251).30 The anonymous author explains in great detail
his reasons for writing in French and exposing his ability to undertake
the task. This long poem (1214 lines in total) is based like others on
Adso and Peter Comes tor; again the Antichrist's career is despatched
with very liltle ceremony (it is over by line 250), and a great deal of
attention is focused on the weeks before the Last Judgement before
turning to the raising of the dead, the judgement itself, and the new
heavens and new earth, before finishing with a caustic dismissal of
those, particularly 'Ies clers e Ii prestre' (' the clerics and the priests';
Fin du monde 1204), who are not interested in listening to Sacred
Scripture.
The Antichrist legend appears elsewhere too. Book VI of Geufroi de
Paris's Bible des sept etats du monde is essentially a reteUing of the
legend,3l and it appears again somewhat unexpectedly in Huon Ie Roi
de Cambrai's Le reg res nostre Dame (stanzas 176--87).32
iii. Authorial approacbes to tbe text

With their biblical starting-point and their at times ovenly moralising
tone, the apocalyptic prophecy texts can be seen as at least panly
devotional in nature; and some of them do share certain formal
characteristics with other devotional texts, particularly sermons. On
the other hand, because of their close links with Latin culture and their
necessary concern with interpretation (in the broader sense of the
term), they also fall within the category of 'learned' texts, and as such
share another set of elements with other learned texts in the vernacular
such as histories, moralising or philosophical works and scientific
textbooks. A major characteristic of such learned works is a high
degree of self-consciousness about their position in relation to their
Latin originals, and a general attitude of attempting to reduce, as far as
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possible, the distance between the Latin original and the Old French
text.
The Alfredian revival had made eleventh-century England a country
with a long tradition of learned writing (whether original or translated)
in the vernacular - a circumstance often cited as having had a
significant influence on the early appearance of learned texts in Old
French in the Anglo-Norman regnum. J3 Nevertheless, this tradition
did not appreciably lessen the ideological difficulties faced by early
translators of learned texts into Old French. Latin was the uniquely
privileged language of learning, to the extent that (as has been pointed
out) the terms 'Latin' and 'written' are virtually synonymous. 34
Benedeit, writing in the early years of the twelfth century (c.1106) to
inform his patron that he has translated the Navigatio saneti Brendani
and written it out as requested, explains that the tale has been 'en letre
mis e en romanz' (Brandan, 11), 'put in writing and in the vernacular':
the precision 'en romanz' ('in the vernacular') is necessary because 'en
letre' on its own without further precision would immediately suggest
writing in Latin.'5
In such a context, the translation of Latin works into the vernacular
becomes a work of vulgarisation which lowers the status of the
material, for a vernacular presentation is naturally seen as 'informal'
and (worse still) 'non-authoritative'. No longer partaking of the
prestige embodied in latinitas, a work translated into the vernacular has
no auetoritas of its own. This condition of depreCiation was gradually
modified over the course of the twelfth century, largely as a result of
the translation strategy used by the vernacularisers of a wide range of
learned and didactic Latin originals. The major aim of this strategy
appears to be to present the vernacular translations as close adaptations
of Latin originals, often in the form of the standard access us ad
auctores, consisting of direct citation of portions of the original Latin
text followed by a gloss or commentary in the vernacular.'6 The
vernacular texts are thus presented as an extended enarratio, as works
not independent in themselves but existing only as a gloss on the
original text. In this way the inconvenient fact of their language does
not detract from the authoritative nature of the texts which they bring
within the reach of a lay - unlettered, non-latinate - aUdience. 37
Such an approach needs also to be seen within the normal medieval
understanding of the process of translation, which did not equate with
translation in the usual modem sense (transfer from one language into
another, with a minimum of formal disruption) but was generally held
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to consist of two elements. In the ftrst place, a literal transfer provided

basic intelligibility of individual words: the paradigm of this is the
interlinear gloss of the type that can be seen in the Oxford Psalter. In
the second place, different to modern eyes but to the medieval mind an
intrinsic part of what was understood by translatere or translater,38
comes the interpretatio or gloss. True, the gloss was conceived of
primarily as baving a severely practical object, that of providing the
definitive meaning of the authoritative texts; at the same time, this
'deftnitive meaning' could include an elucidation of the different nonliteral meanings of the text - typological, allegorical, anagogical and

so

Oll.

The vernacular in learned literature thus had a value that was strictly
instrumental and indeed temporary, for 'the vernacular can be
superseded once it has enabled "proper" knowledge of the "lingue non
propria'" , 39 and the gloss was merely a pointer in the direction of the
'true' text. One would therefore naturally expect to find direct
quotation of the Latin original forming an essential and even a major
element of any presentation of glossed material. Indeed, the importance
of the Latin would in principle be enhanced in the case of translations
of an authoritative text like St John's Apocalypse, which like the rest
of Sacred Scripture would in principle enjoy the highest possible
degree of auctoritas. It could be argued, on the other hand, that the role
of the interpretative gloss should be greater in the Apocalypse than in
other books of the Bible, owing to the nature of the text, more than
usually opaque and so both ideally suited to glossing, and in real need
of the guidance afforded by the glosses in the face of conflicting and
possibly even erroneous interpretations. In addition, as a work of
prophecy, it would provide additional opportunities for references to
contemporary events or persons.
Whichever of these elements might be judged as of greater
importance by an individual author, the overall strategy is in fact
likely to remain much the same. Both elements must be presented, as
both are major facets of the process of enarratio: in the ftrst place, the
original Latin text itself, source of auctoritas, in the second, the
process of glossing, in which the change of language is placed within
the broader context of recovery of meaning. This strategy is very much
in evidence in the single twelfth-century apocalyptic tex~ Philippe de
Thaon's Livre de Sibille, which uses an entirely conventional text-andcommentary presentation of one section of its original. A similar
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though less explicit strategy can be seen in a number of the thirteenthcentury texts too.
As regards the presentation of the litera, what we find in the case of
the Old French Apocalypse and Antecrist texts is by and large a close
word-far-word translation of the Latin. The authors of the prose texts
in particular often seem satisfied with a vernacular text which can be
superimposed on the words of the original, even at the cost, in some
cases, of intelligibility. Although this might be construed as an
unimaginative handling of the Latin original, a lack of initiative or
even of ability on the part of the translators, it seems in fact to be a
choice of model very close to that of the Psalter interlinear glosses.
(The reason for this may indeed sometimes be a lack of confidence, or
interest, on the part of the translator; but the fact remains that the
choice is a recognised one, · and one that would not surprise an
audience.) There are exceptions: the Charles V version presents some
intelligent paraphrases of the more obscure passages, and a number of
the mistakes are due to the author's determination to avoid a word-forword translation of an expression that makes no sense when taken
literally.'o
At the same time, it is striking to note that the Latin text of St
John's Apocalypse itself is not directly quoted by a single author, nor
do the Latin originals of Adso and Peter Comes tor appear in any
version of the Antecrist texts. This seems to indicate a considerably
higher level of authorial self-confidence on the parts of Henri d' Arci,
Giffard, Mace and others than that shown by Philippe de Thaon; in
fact, the authors are simply presenting their versions in the form
which their audiences expected. By the thirteenth century the expected
form of . a learned text will no longer (at least under normal
circumstances) include direct quotation of the Latin original. It may be
noted, however, that terms given in Greek or Hebrew in the original
text are always preserved, with translations provided:
en ebreu Abedon, en gm Appollion,
en latin Exterminans esteit sun nun (AN ApocaJypse 462--Q3)
que I' en dit en latin Dilux,
par Theitan en grec escript (Kerr 714-15)
kar Hermagedon au taunt en hebreu dit
cume consurgens temptatio en latin escrit,
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et ,oe est a dire 'eslevante temptacium' (Giffard 3009-11)
Alpba et 0 suis, c' est grezois,
premier et derrier, c' est franl'Ois. (Kerr 1308-{)9)4l

This type of exegesis is a standard feature of learned literature; the
reference to the exotic languages of Hebrew and Greek draw attention
to the apparent linguistic abilities of the author, and thus serve to raise
his status as a maislre or learned scholar.
As we bave already seen, a commentary would almost certainly be
expected as a normal adjunct to such a presentation of the text
(particularly given the nature of St Jobn's Apocalypse), and the lack of
sucb a gloss may be part of the reason why a number of the Old
French versions of the Apocalypse are extant in only one or two
versions. Certainly the most popular, the Cbarles V version, bas a
complete commentary. But even in the versions which use what is
essentially the same commentary, the way in wbicb the commentary
relates to the text differs greatly between one Old French Apocalypse
and another. In the Charles V version of the Apocalypse, the
commentary is differentiated from the text in sucb a way that it is
possible to read either in a continuous fasbion (although the
commentary, being non-narrative, makes sense only in reference to the
text). Here the verb signejier appears insistently, almost always in the
introductory form 'X signefie .. .' at the beginning of the phrase. Tbis
laconic and resolutely non-literary gloss breaks down the original text
into a series of small and fundamentally disconnected items, each to be
interpreted separately and without regard for wbat comes before or
follows after. There is no attempt to interpret wbole scenes;
interprelalio here is a direct equivalent of the word-for-word literal
gloss. Tbis method of commentary by means of fragmentation of the
original makes of the text something akin to a quarry from which
exempla or simililudines may be extracted at will . Althougb the
Charles V version seems to have been designed for oral presentation, it
is bard to envisage how such a text would have been recited and it
seems unlikely that the commentary would have formed part of a
performance, given that it is difficult to imagine a more off-puttingly
fragmented text.
Giffard's gloss to his Apocalypse, on the other band, although it
closely follows that found in the Cbarles V version, and unsurprisingly - the proportion of commentary to text is
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approximately the same (about 2 to I), produces a very different effect.
Giffard breaks up the text of St John's Apocalypse into manageable
sections of an average of about 15-20 lines, interspersing this literal
rendition of the words of Scripture with a gloss that in some ways
closely mirrors the inlerpretatio of the Charles V version. Giffard does,
however, attempt to link the fragmented pieces of information and
build them up into larger-scale patterns.
~oe ke Ii setisme aungele espaundi
sa fiole e02 Ie eir signefie ci
la darnpnaciun des deables, ke sunt signefiez
par Ie eir u il unt habitez,
e pur roe ke il sunt de sutel science.
Mes la grant vois ke eissi del temple
e del throne, Ie grant poeir de la parole Deu
signefie ke al jugement serrat demustre.
E par 9Qe ke il dit 'fet est' est signefiez
la venjaunce Deu ke dunc serra achevez.
Li foildres e voiz e toneires e terremue ensement
signefient la granttempeste del jugement. (Giffard 3029-40)42

The level of fragmentation remains high, as can be gauged from the
fact that the verb signefier and equivalent and related words significaciun, demustrer,
est, est entendu and the like - appear
nearly 700 times, an equivalent of once every three or four lines of the
commentary. But Giffard, for all his clear concern not to deviate from
the text of his original, nevertheless introduces a greater variety of
terminology, and their grammatical form and position within the
phrase vary considerably, producing a far more flowing text.
Mace de la Charite, unlike every other author in the corpus,
multiplies his work in his version of the Apocalypse by composing a
new vernacular commentary that is a mosaic of citations drawn from a
number of different glosses, particularly the Glossa ordinaria, the
Distinctiones and the Interpretationes Hebraicorum nominum - an
immense task, given the amount of material available. 43 He
incorporates his commentary into the sacred text to a far greater extent
than Giffard does; in place of Giffard's juxtaposed blocks of text and
commentary, Mace moves constantly and indeed without warning from
one to the other, to the extent that it is often hard to unpick the
commentary from the text.
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The other text of the corpus which incorporates the gloss into the
text at the same level as the original, Philippe de Thaon's Livre de
Sibile, uses yet another approach. The majority of the text is
composed of a close translation of the Latin, without a separate gloss,
although occasionally the more obscure figures of the Sibyl's oracle
are given brief explanations. In the final seclion (vv. 1107-1206) of
the text, which is devoted to the Last Day, Philippe returns to his
original, quoting for the first time his Latin text verbatim and giving
what amounts to little more than a direct word-for-word version in the
vernacular. This abrupt change of approach might be seen as an
indication of exhaustion on Philippe's part (he has afler all been going
for 1100 lines of hexasyllabic couplets); but its effect is rather
different. By simply translating this fmal section - which describes in
detail the events of the Last Day - Philippe presents it as narrative
which has no need of interpretative gloss because it is a literal
description of what will happen. Thus, paradoxically, the lack of an
explicit commentator's voice increases the power and credibility of the
apocalyptic prophecy.
A further common characteristic of the learned text is that the
author may provide a prologue or proemium in which the matler to be
discussed is presemed, together with such elements as the author's
reasons for undertaking the task in the first place (often linked to a
justification of the necessity or convenience in the abstract of
preparing translations); the author's qualifications for carrying it out;
and a rehearsal of the authoritative sources used by the author.
Although authorial self-presentation is a common feature of such a
prologue, it is normally a purely literary figure, and it is uncommon
to find an author giving much more than a name and an indication of
status: in the case of a work of translation, this indication of status
may be a reference to the tille of maistre, indicating that the author has
had a university education and is, therefore, competent in Latin. None
of the authors of apocalyptic lexts give any indication of status; the
nearest approach to this occurs in the Istoire de lafin du monde, whose
author provides some biographical details in the process of explaining
to his audience his proficiency - not in Latin, but in French rather
than Italian, the language of the country in which he lives.
Par ce qe je say les fran~ois
e qe Oe1 soy parler an~ois
franchois qe nul altre lengaje,
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si me samble strange e sauvage
de ce qe j' ai pris en enfaunce
laiser, car Ie lengue de France
est tels, qi en primer l'aprent
ja ni pora mais autrement
parler ne autre lengue aprendre.
Por ce ne me doit nus reprendre
qi m' oie parler en franchois .. . (Fin du nwnde 1-11)44
He also uses the standard topos of the usefulness of the material in
order to provide ajustijicatio to his audience: 'Or vos voil en fran90is
retrahire I tel chose qe molt pora faire I grant bien a ceus qi
l'entendront I e qi en memoire tendront Il'istoire' ('Now I want to
write out in French such a thing as will be able to do a great deal of
good to those who hear it and keep the history in their memories' ; Fin
du monde 13-16). Much the same topos is used by Berengier, who
uses the prologue to the second section of his text in a similar way to
justify his work. He is careful to point out that the financial aspect
was not uppermost in his mind:
Drois est qu' oient ces vers lOut crestlene gent.
Iou nel di por avoir, por or ne por argen~
an9Dis Ie di por chou que aucuns s'en ament
si comme sains Jeromes nos ensaigne et aprent.

(Avenement 191-94)45
A similarly moralising note is struck by the author of the Quinze
signes, who complains that 'Plus volenters orroit conter I comment
Rollans ala jouster I a Oliver, son c.ompaignon, I qu'il ne feroit la
PassIon I que diex soufri a grant ahan I por Ie pechie que fist Adam'
(Quinze signes 23-28).46 Mace de la Charite, as we have seen, uses a
standard justificatory IOpOS of carrying out a request from friends and
gives no other information about himself here. This information
appears rather in the prologue to his Bible as a whole, which provides
all the usual elements of such a prologue: a statement of the moral
advantage of reading books which will teach the reader or audience
'comment Ii bon se contindrent I desquiex les fez devas ensivre' ('how
the good, whose deeds you ought to follow, behave' , Bible de Mace 67); a laudatio of the reliability and authority of Mace's own text, 'a
plus veray et a plus playsible I de lOuz autres: cen est la bible' ('to the
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truest and most pleasant of them all: that is the Bible' Bible de Mace
11-12); a long justification of his reasons for undertaking the
translation, based on the topos of 'translation for the unlettered' (Bible
de Mace 17-30), together with the author's name and status, 'Macez de
la Charite I sur Loyre, de Cenquoinz curez' (,Mace of La Charite on
the Loire, vicar of Sancoins', Bible de Mace 24-25). Repeating the
idea with wbich be began, Mace finishes with a conventional prayer
that Christ will enlighten bim
que je puisse ensit traitier
qu'au monde puisse profitier,
qUal c'est une bone semence:
or oez commentje commence. (Bible de Mace 37-40)47
William Giffard finishes his' poem with a full epilogue giving
biograpbical details together with references to both his learning and
his literary architecture:
Cestlivere treita Willame Giffard,
cbapelain de I'Iglise seint Edward,
pur Deu loer eLUte seinte Iglise
a solaz de tuz ke eiment sun servise.
Le rumaunz a fet apres Ie latin
des Ie comencement deske a la flU,
la signefiaunce i mist apres l'estoire ... (Giffard 4532- 38)48
This provides an interesting picture of Giffard. The purpose of
mentioning a Latin original is clearly to enhance the author's
reputation as a scbolar of some learning; the expression 'apres Ie
latin', taken in its most obvious sense, can bardly be squared with the
theory that his version is actually based on another version in Old
Frencb - but it could, in minimalist terms, mean simply that bis
work reproduces wbat a Latin original says49
Tbe reference by Giffard to 'Ie latin' bigbligbts another central
feature of the strategy used by the authors of the apocalyptic texts. In
common with those writing other forms of learned literature, they are
careful to ensure that the sources they use are indicated. As we have
already seen, the question of authority is one whicb is always present,
at least implicitly, in the context of works in Old French, and one
whicb is babitually answered in the same fasbion. A work in the
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vernacular is reliable to the extent to which it shares in the aUClOritas
accorded to its original source or sources. An author writing in the
vernacular will therefore lake great care to refer to the sources (putative
or real), laying claim to the widest authority available to him and
indicating, too, that the vernacular reflects accurately what the Latin
says.
The clearest example of reliance on authority in the corpus is
probably that found in the [Stoire de lafin du monde. In his prologue,
the author gives a long list of the sources consulted, including the
duration of his researches and the location of at least one source.
E sunt plus de set ans passe
qe ay molt sotilment panse
en vision de Daniel
e ~o q'en dit ~ochiel
e qe I' ApocaIixe dit
e Ysaie ai tot escrit
e sait zo q' en dien[t]li Greu
e li Latin e li [E]breu
e qe sainz Poll' apostre dit,
qui en ses epistres I' escrit
de Ia rm del mund ensement [...]
E sai ce qe Sibile en dit
en un libre qi est escrit:
a Rome 0 je I' ai bien veu
e si l'ai maintes fois leu.
Tuit traitent de la fin del mond.
(Fin du monde 25- 35, 37-41)50
The Quinze signes likewise introduces the material with an impressive
(though shorter) list of authorities: 'Ce nous reconte Geremies, !
Zorobabel et Yzayes,! de Babiloine Daniel,! e si I'aferme Ezechiel, !
Noe, Asmon et Moyses ! e li autre prophete apres' (Quinze signes 5863) .51
Many of these authorities occur in a number of works. The most
frequently-cited Biblical source is, of course, John himself - of whom
Mace is careful to specify 'J ohans - c' est I' evangeliste ! qui dit ce, non
pas Ii baptistes' ('John - it's the evangelist who says this, not the
Baptist'; Bible de Mace 34431-32). He appears in virtually every text.
Of the other Biblical authorities the most common is the Gospel,52
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carefully identified when necessary with the ipsissima verba of the
Lord himself: 'si cum nostre sire en Ie evangille dist' (Memoire 137);
'coe ke en I'Ewangille est escrit I e de sa buche meimes nostre Seignur
dit' (Giffard 4357-58).53 Next after these probably comes Saint Paul,
somewhat surprisingly as his general attitude to the last days is
resolutely commonsense and he encourages his readers not to waste
time thinking about them.54 Most of the others are Old Testament
figures - Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel and the vaguer 'Ies prophetes' - and
Old Testament books: the psalter of David, the book of Solomon,
Genesis, Exodus. 55 Among Christian authorities St Jerome, not
surprisingly, takes pride of place, but Augustine, Gregory and
Ambrose also figure. 56 A large number of source references are,

however, more vague, to 'seinte escripture' or just 'escripture'. or, less
precise still, 'escrit' or 'livre'. Here the sources are not authoritative
because they are Sacred Scripture, but simply because they are written
texts - and therefore, implicitly, in Latin (as Giffard says explicitly),57
and so endowed with the authority inherent in latinitas.
This authorisation by means of reference to sources is
complemented in the learned texts by explicit reference to truthfulness
and reliability. Henri d' Arci begins his Memoire d'Antecrist ,
something of a textbook example of authorisation by reference to
sources, with a reference to 'Ia verite de I'estoyre' (,the truth of the
history'; Memoire 2), thus explicitly linking source and truthfulness.
It is a link Henri makes a number of times, as in the authorising
claim 'si cum Jeremie nus dit que est nostre garant' ('as Jeremiah tells
us who is our guarantee'; Memoire 250) and the complex truth
assertion
Ene quidez pas que de mon sen Ie vus die,
mes si cum je I' ay veti e ole
en seinte escripture que de reen ne men! (Memoire 13- 15)58
Giffard uses equivalent expressions linking truthfulness and sources:
'cum dit seinte Escriture et nus Ie cr<~um' ('as Sacred Scripture says
and we believe it'; Giffard 3839); 'si cume est escrit veraiment' ('as it
is truly written'; Giffard 2157). Casual and entirely conventional
references to truthfulness can be found in all the texts: 'bien Ie puis
affremer' (,I can indeed confirm this'; Avenemen!715); 'ne cuidez pas
qe je vos mente' ('don't think 1 am lying to you'; Fin du monde 363);
'sanz mot de fable' ('without a word of untruth'; Giffard 338). More
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sephisticated are expressiens suggesting deubt er uncertainty: 'ne say
se ce fu veir 0. nen' (,I den't knew if it was true er net'; Fin du mnnde
888); 'si cum je crei', 'si cum me semble' ('as I believe', 'so. it seems
to me'; Giffard 3306, 2441); these too are entirely cenventienal. Such
truth claims are part ef the style fer learned writing, 59 and the
Apecalypse and Antecrist authers use them in an entirely
unremarkable way. This cemmenplace and businesslike manner ef
dealing with the data ef the end ef the werld (in itself certainly
alarming) seems to be a cemmen feature ef all the writers in eur
cerpus.

iv.

Conclusion

What, then, can we learn from all this? Old French apecalyptic
prophecy censists ef a group ef texts, half in verse and half in prose,
all but ene ef them thirteenth-century, all but ene ef them translatiens
either ef St Jehn's Apocalypse or ef what ene ntight call 'expansiens'
ef the Biblical data. The translatiens are witheut exceptien
censervative, keeping as clese to a literal rendering as the authers'
semetimes meagre talents will permit; no. majer deletiens, no. majer
additiens, no. majer changes. Half the authers de net bother with an
interpretative gless; these who-de, keep well away from histerical and
eschatolegical explanatiens but cencentrate instead en an
uncentreversial, spiritual interpretatien: a general call to. repentance,
cenfessien, geed example. 60
One ntight almest think that these writers were geing eut ef their
way to. be uninteresting; and yet 19 different texts and a tetal ef ISO
manuscripts indicates, en the centrary, a remarkable degree ef interest
in the apparently uninteresting. Of all the beeks ef the Bible, nene
exists in mere Old French versiens, and enly the Psalter exists in
mere cepies 6 1 What is the explanatien?
In part, the explanatien probably lies in the learned culture to. which
the authers ef these Old French texts aspire with their references to.
seurces, to. Latin, to autherisatien and to interpretatio. The thirteenth
century saw an explesien ef interest in the eschatolegical, sparked eff
perhaps by the werks ef Jeachim ef Fiere. Jeachim's eschatelegical
cemmentaries en the Bible were extraerdinarily influential in the
century fellewing his death; net enly did they spawn a whele hest ef
direct imitators,62 but their influence reached a wide circle, celeuring
the thinking ef such schelars as Reger Bacen and Salimbene ef
Parma. 63 It is small surprise to. find this interest reflected in the
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vernacular culture of the period, particularly given the trend in learned
circles towards vernacularising material formerly available only in
Latin. Immense interest in apocalyptic prophecy among Latin writers
finds its natural vernacular expression in a flurry of translations of
apocalyptic material from the Latin into Old French.
At the same time, however, some of Joachim's thirteenth-century
followers brought trouble on themselves (and posthumous opprohrium
on Joachim) by pushing the master's method beyond the acceptable
limits. One of the more extreme of them, Gerardo de Borgo San
Donnino, claims in his lntroductorium in Evangelium £temum that
the Old and New Testaments had been, or were in the process of being,
superseded by the so-called 'Eternal Gospel', which Gerardo identifies
with Joachim's own work. No surprises, then, if he fell foul of
conciliar censure. With the danger of heterodox writings circulating in
Latin, the concentration of Old French writers on the ipsissima verba
of Sacred Scripture (or near approximations thereto) seems somewhat
pointed: only truly authoritative texts are to be translated into the
vernacular. In this context, the lack .of interest in the Sybilline Oracle
appears entirely reasonable. 64
Hence, too, the anxiousness with which the authors of Old French
versions of the Antichrist legend point to their authorities - Henri
d' Arci' s (inaccurate) protest that he is recounting 'si cum je I' ay veti e
oje / en seinte escripture' ('as I saw and heard it in Sacred Scripture';
Memoire 14--15), Berengier's (also inaccurate) invocation of St Jerome
(194), the lists of authorities in the Quinze signes (57--{j2) and the
lstoire de lafin du monde (27-40). Derived only indirectly from Sacred
Scripture, this material cannot partake of the authority of divine
. revelation: but it must have some authority, and it is important to
provide as authoritative an authority as possible.
Such an attitude could also go a long way towards explaining the
apparent flatness of the Old French translations of St John's
Apocalypse. The supremely authoritative text needs no
embellishment: or, to put it the other way round, the lack of such
imaginative embellishment is one way of indicating to the audience
that tltis is indeed the authoritative text, in its true unvarnished state.
In tltis contex~ an awkward rendering - perhaps even an unintelligible
one - can be construed, perhaps, as fruit of a deliberate choice: not to
do anything that might distort the word of revelation. And the simple
and straightforward gloss - technical, reassuring in its very
unimaginativeness - is there to supply the Correct interpretation in
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case of doubt. And then, of course, there are the pictures! The
immense popularity of the literal and pedestrian (but heavily
illustrated) prose Apocalypses seems to indicate that the Old French
authors were giving Iheir lay audiences exactly whallhey wanted.
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